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URI fraternities and sororities URI recycling program sees
raise money for local charities success, seeks to expand
BY BROOKE CONSTANCE WHITE
News Reporter

It's philanthropy week for
the Greek system at the
University of Rhode Island
and they are putting on events
and raising money for the
Department of Children, Youth
and Families (DCYF) Toys for
Teens program and Habitat for
Humanity of South County
this year.
Max
Flashenberg,
Interfraternity Council programming chair and Amy
Norton, vice president of programming and philanthropy
for Panhel, have been planning
this year's philanthropy week
since last semester.
"All of our organizations
are built on serving and giving
back and so this is our chance
to give back a lot of money to
those in need," Norton said.
"All of the money we raise
goes to charity."
Last year, Norton says
they raised about $20,000
which was donated to Habitat
for Humanity. This year they
have not set a monetary goal

BY LANCE SAN SOUCI
News Editor

Carissa Johnson

I Cigar

The Sigma Phi Epsilon and Sigma Kappa gingerbread houses on
display as part of URI Greek Life's Philanthropy Week.

but rather just want to raise as
much money as they can.
Flashenberg
explained
how the week works.
"Fraternities and sororities
get paired together and those

pairings go on all week long,"
Flashenberg said.
The week started with on
Monday night with the "So
You Think You Can Dance"
Continued on page 3

URI card /drive program aimed at bringing
holiday cheer to troops stationed overseas
BY FARRAH CASALINI
News Reporter

With the holiday season
just a blink away, members of
the University of Rhode Island
community are determined to
spread cheer not only on campus, but across the Atlantic
Ocean.
In the Memorial Union,
several businesses are sponsoring a card drive where anyone
can fill out a card, put it in an
unaddressed envelope, and
drop it off in boxes throughout
the union. The cards will be
sent as a "season's greetings" to
soldiers overseas.
Carol Stedman, student
mail supervisor and one of the
drive's organizers, said she
wanted to get the students
involved while also showing
appreciation to soldiers serving
overseas.
"It's a great way of saying
thank you," she said.
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Continued on page 3

Brenda Celona, owner of will most likely make their way
Total Image Hair Salon, agreed to URI alumni serving overto the card drive because it seas.
would not only unite the stu"We're doing what we can
dents with holiday spirit, but for our alumni and soldiers to
the cause was close to her heart. help them have a happy holiBecause some of her clients day," he said.
have family members serving
Card drop-off locations
overseas, she said she under- include Total Image Hair Salon,
stands how much it would Rhode Island Credit Union,
mean to her clients if their fam- Ronzio Pizza, URI Optometrist,
ily members had a happy holi- the BookStore, URI Foundation
day.
and the Union Express
"I hope people will take Mailroom.
time out of their day to put a
Stedman said that this
smile on someone's face," she year's card drive will be replacsaid.
ing the annual window decoThese businesses are also . rating contest. She said she didworking in collaboration with n' t know why the Union
URI's ROTC, who agreed to wouldn't be participating in a
pick up the boxes on Nov. 28, window decorating contest,
address the envelopes, and except that it was "taking the
year off."
·
send the cards to soldiers.
Maj. Chris Corbett, the
Celona said she's providROTC's enrollment and schol- ing cards in her salon for anyarship officer, said while he one to fill out free of charge, but
doesn't know where these
Continued on page 3
cards will be sent exactly, they
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At colleges such as the
University of Rhode Island,
garbage is garbage, whether it
is a banana peel or water bottle: at the end of the day, it
has to be shipped away.
Recycling can improve
sustainability, especially on
college campuses, and even
limit one's carbon footprint.
That is why URI has taken
measures to create a comprehensive program to recycle
paper, plastic, glass, aluminum and batteries.
Recycling
and
Solid
Waste Coordinator Mary
Brennan said with around 450
recycling totes and 55 dumpsters for cardboard on campus, URI is able to recycle
goods in an appropriate manner. One would agree: just
last year, URI recycled 71 .tons
of mixed bottles and cans, 177
tons of paper and 265 tons of
cardboard.
"We have a pretty good
recycling rate," Brennan said,
which is the weight of recycled goods compared to
garbage garnered at URI. "I'd
like to see it increase by 5 percent each year."

URI's current recycling
rate is 37.5 percent, compared
to a Rhode Island town average of roughly 20 to 25 percent. This means URI tends
to gather more recycling than
many state towns and communities.
Brennan said when a URI
student places a plastic container or paper in a recycling
tote, it is picked up by contractors and hauled to the
Rhode
Island
Resource
Recovery Corporation in
Johnston. Here, the trucks are
weighed to know how many
recyclables
are
being
processed.
She said after being
dumped onto a tip floor, the
recyclables are sorted using a
number of manual and
mechanical techniques. For
example, a magnetic belt is
used to catch incorrectly recycled tin, and a glass crusher
ensures that glass shards
become small enough to sift
out.
Meanwhile, workers
manually pull out contaminants such as greasy pizza
boxes.
After the sorting process,
Brennan said the recyclables

Today's forecast
59 °F
Cold and
rainy.

Have you seen Jonah
Hill's new animated
series?

See page 5.
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CAMPUS
New behavioral change research center Passport program aims to
underway in Chafee Social Science Center help students travel abroad
BY GUS CANTWELL

BY JACQUELYN MOOREHEAD
this, she said students still BCRC area. Separate grants
passports were processed.
News
Reporter
Partnered with the United
learn through "real research". will be needed to create the
"It fits in with this whole different aspects of the
States passport office and
The
new
Behavioral [idea of] experimental learn- Center. The funding for the
The ability to travel inter- postal service, workshops that
nationally
Change Research Center ing," she said.
may appeal to many included a photographer were
facility came from the
(BCRC) is being constructed
people,
but
receiving a free held at the event to expedite
Recovery
&
She believes that get- American
at the University of Rhode ting students involved with Reinvestment Act, which is
passport can exacerbate that the process.
Island. It will allow students actual research dealing with the
appeal incredibly. This is eviDelaney, who informed
stimulus
package
to work on issues involving their area of study can teach President Obama passed into
dent by the line of University attending students about the
of Rhode Island students and program, explained that living
health risk behaviors along- them a lot. Additionally, stu- law in 2009.
side URI faculty.
faculty
at yesterday's passport in the Caribbean began his pasdents can receive one-on-one
Morokoff expects the
application event.
April Fool's Day of 2010 teaching from faculty in the project to be complete by the
sion for traveling internationalHeld in the Memorial ly.
was no joke for URI, as the facility regarding the research summer of 2012.
Union Atrium as part of
university was awarded a focus.
"I'm living in a foreign
$2,845,473 grant from the ., The BCRC will be primaNational Education Week, URI country, and I want to help stuNational Institutes of Health rMy for psychology students
community members were dents get that experience," he
(NIH) to create ~. ., ·~. on , and
given a chance to receive one of said. "We believe that every
faculty.
However,
the first floor o
e:»'<:'Kafee
50
free passports by the URI student deserves to have a
Morokoff explained, psycholSocial
Science
Center. ogy is interdisciplinary, and
International Office during a passport."
passport application program.
Psychology
Department because of this she expects
He said the $110 applicaChair Dr. Patricia Morokoff is students and faculty from
Though the free passports tion fee and $25 return mailing
one of the co-directors for the other majors to be involved
were gone by 10 a.m., Student and processing fee · to the
Abroad
and National Student United States Postal Service
facility.
with the center.
Exchange
"[The
BCRC]
brings
Advisor Kendrick
The NIH grant will go
Delaney said 30 additional
together faculty, graduate stu- toward the renovation of the
Continued on page 3
dents, and undergraduate
students," she said.
Morokoff explained the
facility, which will be composed of four sections, will be
a "centralized research facility" designed to bring the collected data from localized
research endeavors on campus into one place.
The interventions and
training aspect will research
new methods for weight loss,
cigarette smoking, and other
health-related
issues.
Experiments involving these
methods will be conducted in
this area as well.
This is an OFFICIAL NOTICE from the University of Rhode Island
"We [will] be providing
Parking Services Office.
the interventions," Morokoff
said.
Statistical analysis will
occur in the quantitative and
methodology section of the
BCRC. Here, Morokoff said,
Display a current parking permit on your vehicle!
students and faculty will analyze th'lt.'results 9f the experiBe parked in the lot designated by your parking permit!
ments to gauge
effectiveness.
Morokoff was particularBe parked in a legal space between two white lines!
ly excited about the telemetries section of the facility.
This, she said, involves a new
technology that involves
"wearing computers." She
gave an example of monitors
on a smoker's arm to count
how often the person moves a
cigarette to their mouth.
"It's sort of a new
research area," she said,
adding that she hopes to
include other new technologies to the BCRC in the
future.
The final portion of the
facility is survey and outreach. This will build off the
Cancer Prevention Research
Center on campus, focusing
on phone and internet surveys to gather information on
If you need to bring a different vehicle to campus than the one you ordered your
health-related topics.
permit for, please follow the procedure found at this website link:
''We reach you where you
http://www. uri.edu/parking/vehiclechange.html
are," Morokoff said.
The grant given . to the
university is strictly for
Visit the Parking Services website www.uri.edu/parking to order your parking
research, Morokoff explained,
permit and to see the current Parking
Map and Rules and Regulations.
'
.
meaning it cannot be used for
classroom learning. Despite

News Reporter

AVOID BEING TOWED

No one wants to be towed!!!

J

Vehicles parked on the grass,
on painted lines, in fire lanes, or in lots other than
the one designated by your parking permit
are subject to being electronically
recorded and towed.
NEED TO BRING A DIFFERENT
VEHICLE TO CAMPUS?
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CONTINUED
Philanthropy
From page I
competition in Edward' s
Auditorium. Vice President
for Student Affairs Thomas
Doug~n w as a judge for night
along with two other URI
Greek alums and a Greek
graduate assistant.
Fraternities and Sororities
earned money from this event
by having students purchase
wristbands to get in to watch
the competition.
Tonight the week will continue in the Ram's Den at 8
p.m. with the "Newly Paired
Game," which is essentially a
mock version of the "Newly
Wed Game" on television,
Norton said.
"The pairs were supposed
to get together earlier in the
week and get to know each
other as much as possible
because tonight we will be
asking them questions that
they have to answer about the
other," Norton said. "If they
answer the questions correctly, they will get points."
Friday night philanthropy

week will end with a "Date
Auction"
in
Edwards
Auditorium at 7 p .m.
Every individual Greek
house involved in philanthropy week will be given a theme
to dress as and one person
from every house will be auctioned off.
Another fundraiser being
put on on this week is the
Gingerbread House contest,
which is taking place in the
Memorial
Union
until
Thursday. Students can vote
by putting money in each
chapter's containers and the
winning gingerbread house
will be put on display at
Brickley's. All of the money
raised from the gingerbread
event will be going to Habitat
for Humanity. Students who
w ant to can pay to vote for
their favorite.
Norton said once the
week ends, the fraternity or
sorority who earns the most
points throughout the week,
doesn' t get any kind of prize
besides "bragging rights" and
to be able to say they "w on"
philanthropy week.

12ead the
<:iuar1

Did you know that South County is
home to one of the best healthcare
facilit ies for you and your fami ly?
Right in Wakefield.
Thundermist is a patient-centered
medical horne and part of the URI
community.
We offer:
•
•

•
•
•

Medical and dental care
Ful l tirne. board certified

Doctors and experienced
registered Nurses
Behavioral Health Services
We accept ALL major health
and dental insura nces
We offer flat fees for our
uni n ~ured patients

We're located near the URI
campus and your off-campus
apartment. Stop by or call.

ThundermistJ
HEALTH

CE

N

TER

1 RIVERSTRE ET
WAKEFIELD, Rl 02895
401 .78 3. 05 23

www.thundermisthealth.org

Thundermist accepts all insurances and provides a sliding fee scale for our uninsured patients who qualify.
Convenient day and evening appointments····call for an appointment today

Recycling

Passports

Cards

From page I

From page 2

From page I

are bailed and shipped off to
manufacturers that purchase
them. She said based on the
type of recyclable, these
companies are able to make
anything from polo fleece
jackets to lower-grade paper.
"URI doesn' t · buy back
the recyclables, because as a
state agency we go out to bid
on items, and [they' re] usually lower-priced," Brennan
said. 'T d like to have it
mandated that we auto-recycle paper."
As for now, she said URI
can make a strong impact on
recycling by just changing
their consumerism behaviors. For example, she said
instead of buying for convenience, students should
invest in quality products
that last a long time.
"What I'd like to see is
for students to have a pride
in campus," she said. "I
know it's an inconvenience
to take out recycling but it
makes a h uge difference."
Because the Johnston
landfill, Rhode Island' s only
designation for trash, is
nearin g capacity, students
can limit their impact on it
by recycling r ather than
throwing
out
goods.
According to the URI
Recycling website, a typical
American generates four
p ounds of garbage a day
which adds up to 1,460
pounds a year. But, paper
takes up half of landfill
space.
To put the impact of
improper disposal of recyclables into context, the website states that for every ton
of paper recycled, 12,000 gallons of processed water are
conserved and 5 cubic yards
of landfill space is saved,
and the plastic from five
soda bottles can completely
insulate a ski jacket.
"I think what' s more
important is to think about
what
y ou' re
buying,"
Brennan said. "Try to use
less paper on campus, which
w ill make a big different students should reduce, reuse
and recycle [as much as possible]."

were waived for the first 50
students, but hopes future
passport events will allow
more student waivers.
"Giving students passports is really giving them a
key to open their world,"
Delaney added. "Hopefully
we can get more funding to
continue this program."
Sara Klempa, sophomore
at URI, said the passport program is a great opportunity
because she didn't have the
money to pay for a passport.
"I don't really know where
I'd want to go yet," she sai&
"But, I figured that not a lot of
people had heard about it and
if it's free I thought, 'why
not?"'
In order to obtain a passport, students needed to bring
proof of citizenship in the form
of a birth certificate, naturalization certificate or previous
passport, proof of identity
such as a driver' s license and
government or military ID, a
completed DS-11 form, money
for the fees and a two-by-two
inch photo.
In addition to yesterday' s
event, the International Office
held travel workshops to
inform students about traveling internationally this week.
For example, next to the
entrance of the passport program, workshops taught students about finances, w ork,
internships, education and tra:.
ditional and n on-traditional
abroad locations.
"We want people to know
what we do, find where we
are, and who we serve,"
Delaney said. "We do incoming, international and national
student exchange. We inform
students about our programs
and scholarships."
The programs held by the
International Office will culm:
nate in a dessert social, which
is scheduled to be held from 3
to 5 p .m. in the Swan Hall
lobby on Thursday, Nov. 17.
Called the Foreign Footstep
Dessert Social", all students,
faculty and staff are invited to
attend and learn from international teachers and students
about their abroad experiences. The textile, fashion
marketing and design department will also be at the social
displaying footwear from foreign countries.

We want to send you tweets!
Join ·us on Twitter:
@ GoodFiveCentCigar

students and faculty are welcome to buy their own cards.
In future years, Stedman
said she would consider
organizing a collective effort
where the entire campus
could get involved in a cause
like this one.
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
URI police officer thanliflllfor peaceful

Giving back
November and December are normally months when the
holiday spirit is spread through different methods. Most
choose to give back to the community in various ways, the
commonly through charitable volunteer work. Anyone can
drive down to a food shelter or soup kitchen and help out the
staff, but it isn't always an easy task for some- especially students.
Let's say you're on campus and want to help spread holiday cheer, but don't have a car, which might make it seem
like there aren't as many options. Just because you don't have
a car or a ride to a food shelter doesn't mean you should feel
left out. There are plenty of organizations running events
throughout the campus that can help you give back in an
easy, accessible way.
Is it well-krio\Vn that doing whatever you can helps. In
the Memorial Union, some businesses are helping sponsor a
card drive, which will allow servicemen overseas to receive
cards for the holidays. Writing a letter to someone you do~'t
kriow and thinking that card quite possibly made their day
tum from a bad one to a good one should be a rewarding feeling in itself. It's a small, simple act that makes a big impact.
The Greek system on campus has also started holding
events on campus that will generate funds for charities.
Various activities including dance competitions, "newlypaired" games and gingerbread house contests are all being
coordinated. Each competition is generating money for charity.
Though December is around the comer, it isn't too late to
start thinking about how you can help yourself and others in
the long-term. Recycling is big deal when talking about how
you can help yourself in the long run. Taking the time to
throw the bottle you're holding in the blue bin goes a long
way. The same bottle you used to drink your water or soda
could be used by outside companies to create the pen in your
backpack or the material for your sweater.
Keep all of this in mind as the holiday season comes and
goes. Most of what you do impacts your life and the lives of
others. Be helping the Earth or simply giving back to the community, it can be guaranteed that even a little compassion
helps out in the long run.

observance at demonstration
To the Cigar,
I am writing a short message to thank everyone who
attended, walked by and
viewed the Center for BioEthical
Research
(CBR)
demonstration. Like it or not,
it was nice to see both proponents and opponents could
share in the debate and do so
respectfully and in a tolerant
manner.
I
was
especially
impressed the way students
quickly assembled to share
their views on the opposite
side of the debate. Day one, I
observed one young woman,
Maddy Morrin, who shared

her very personal story in
relation to the debate and her
stance on it. Others gathered
as the day went on.
Day two, that number of
students and the signs
amongst them increased to
about forty to further share
their side of the debate. The
students passed their persona]:- stories and debate to the
opposite side as did the
Center
for
Bio-Ethical
Research (CBR) people did,
and each kept a tactful yet
respectful debate the whole
time.
I am writing to thank
everyone for their cooperation, respect and tolerance

throughout the two days. I
want to extend a special
thank you to the $tudents for
remaining in the area established for them and for cleaning the area spotless. It is a
pleasure to work for you, and
I appreciate you all sharing
your very personal stories
with me.

Sincerely,
Officer Mark Chearino
URI Campus Police

URI student upset with Genocide Awareness
Campaign, starts online petition
member of the Republican
party.
The
recent
College
Instead of inciting a
Republican (C.R) sponsored debate on the subject of abor"Genocide
Awareness tion, this "campaign" has
Campaign" was a disgrace to embarrassed the university
this university. I can't possi- · and raised discussion of the
bly think why the C.R dangers of political extrembelieved it was a good idea to ism. The disgusting nature of
sponsor such a graphic and the Genocide Awareness
disturbing display of propa- Project has caused me to form
ganda. Not only was this a petition demanding the
campaign an eyesore, it was University condemn the C.R
an insult to anyone who has for their recent actions. It can
ever called themselves a be accessed at www.ipetiTo the Cigar,

tions.com/ petition/ uri/ . It is
open to both current and former students of the university, as well as faculty, school
employees, business owners
and employees who make a
living off the existence of this
university, as well as donors.

Thank you for your time,
Sincerely,
Eric Casey
Class of 2014

Extended Thanksgiving breaks
BY SHAWN SAIYA

Sports Editor
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With Thanksgiving break
just around the corner, many
students at the University of
Rhode Island may choose to
travel home early. Many do
this whether or not their professors decide to cancel class.
This has become a topic of
conversation at many colleges
and universities across the
country.
Professors all have different policies and stances on
cutting class. Some professors
cancel classes right before the
holiday to cut students an
extra break. Other professors
choose to hold a quiz or test

right before the break to
ensure that students come to
class. Many have attendance
policies that allow students to
miss a certain number of
classes without penalty.
I am one of the students
that has traveled home early
in the past. I don't choose to
do it to get an extended break,
I do it because I live several
hundred miles from Rhode
Island and cannot get home
with just a short drive.
I do feel uneasy about
skipping out on classes. In
more than one instance, the
rewards of staying for that
class nearly balanced out the
benefits of leaving early. I

find myself in a bind this year
on whether I should leave for
home early or not.
I would be more than
willing to see changes to the
university schedule in the
future that take away a threeday weekend or two in
exchange for a week-long
Thanksgiving break. Yes,
three-day weekends are nice,
but a week off to spend time
relaxing at home is much
more appealing. I think it
would be a great way to
reduce the stress of
today' s overworked college
student..

EDITORIAL POLICY
The Good 5¢ Cigar is published four times a week during the school year except for vacations and holidays. The
Cigar has a circulation of 5,000. All signed columns, commentaries and letters to the editor must be typed,
double-spaced with the author "s full name and phone number or the submission will not be accepted. Submissions
should not exceed 700 words. The Cigar reserves the right to edit all material for publication.
The Cigar is located in Room 125 of the Memorial Union. All typesetting is done by the Cigar.
The Cigar is printed by TCI Press. Seekonk, MA.
All signed columns. commentaries. letters to the editor and cartoons do not necessarily reflect the position of the
Cigar, but arc the opinion of the individual author.
CORRECTION POLICY
The Cigar will gladly print corrections if the error is brought to our attention within one week of publication.
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ARTS

& ENTERTAINMENT

Jonah Hill's animated series Fall 2011: The season fo.r men to
falls short of expectations take on women's fashion trends
ingwomen.
The biggest issue I had with
the show was the continued
Fox has had a pretty decent scenes repeating themselves,
year with its programming. over and over again. One tid-bit
That's why when I tuned in on has a kid knocking down paper
Sunday for Jonah Hill's new from three eighth-grade girls.
show, "Allen Gregory," I must Not funny. The show then goes
say I was shocked, discombobu- into a very suggestive and dislated and mostly angry.
gusting sequence where Gregory
I haven't seen such a horribly might love his teacher throughwritten pilot in ages. Considering out the episode. Again, not funny
today' s TV has junk spewed all at all. Gregory's sister, being a
over, it's quite a letdown that an Cambodian adopted immigrant,
animated show, which follows is often made fun of for her backthe life of a brilliant seven-year- • ground. Do you see where I'm
old songwriter entering elemen- going with this? Material that
tary school, fails to deliver the could be funny, sporadic or not,
heart and the laughs. So much fails time and time again.
that, a second episode couldn't
However critics may judge
save this show if it wanted.
something, I always try to look
Wondering how in the name into something positive that they
of all that is good this show ever might overlook or mishandle
passed inspection from Fox's with its grading system. Gladly,
headquarters is way beyond me. here I am in proclaiming they hit
Most importantly, Hill's comedy the nail on the head with their
(which most of the time is a hit) is negative takes on "Allen
just totally shadowed here. Just Gregory." Hill and company
take "South Park" and leave sim- should be ashamed of themilar storytelling, but even that is selves thinking this is top comejumbled and inconsistent.
dy that we would enjoy. Pass this
I just don't understand. The show up like Fox might end up
animation is terrible; the writing doing if the ratings keep falling
makes me want to throw myself like they do, and maybe Hill can
out a window, and the comedy- go back to comedy show-making
what comedy? It's just not there. 101 -make it funny, smart and
"Allen Gregory'' does as much catchy.
"Beavis
and
comedy as
Butthead" makes in men respectBY ALEX MCDEVTIT

BY SARAH ROSE MARCUS

Contributing Entertainment Writer

Contributing Entertainment Writer

I used to feel bad that
men had much less to work
with when it comes to fashion. However, after seeing the
latest fall trends and designs,
I am both excited imd a bit
jealous for the recent creative
opportunity given to guys.
The main fashion staples
in men's wardrobes jackets,
watches and shoes, have provided men with amazing
options this season. Men can
bring out their inner prep,
sophisticated business man or
flamboyant hipster, with outerwear trends.
For the preppy look, guys
should opt for a grandpa
sweater, which is classic and
comfy. You could go for a
basic cableknit in the autumn
colors of maroon, navy or
orange. Another approach
could be to pick a fun and festive Nordic pattern, which
does not have to be limited to
women. In addition, wear a
prep school inspired blazer in
navy, black or grey. If you're
daring enough to complete
the look, throw on a scarf and
bring out your inner Chuck
Bass.
If you would like a more
sophisticated trend, there are

some great options of classic
tweed blazers or leather jackets. Much of the tailoring this
season has been loose and
boxy, so it allows you to layer
up underneath. A wool jacket
with this silhouette would be
the ultimate jacket for work
or an interview. To keep up
this polished look, a nice pair
of loafers will do the trick.
If you are someone a bit
more sporty, you can get a
varsity inspired jacket at
Urban Outfitters. It is a great
option because it's manly yet
trendy, and it gives you that
nostalgic feeling of high
school. There is also the military style which is an option
as a carryover trend from last
year. However, the style is on
its way out, so it's now or
never.
Men who really love to
push the envelope can experiment with a wide range of
colors and textures this season. You can take inspiration
from one of my favorite bloggers, Bryan Boy, who never
looks boring in velvet, leather
or fur.
As accessories go, women
have been copying men's
watches, so be sure they don't
outshine you with your best
trendy timepiece. Again,

there is so much to choose
from based on your personal
style. You could pick a classy
old-fashioned
looking
chronograph to match your
blazer or a sporty and high
tech digital watch to accompany your varsity coat.
It is the season for men to
shine and enjoy the fashion
spotlight for once. This is the
first time women are copying
you, so be happy you have
the build for tailored jackets,
blazers, sweaters and more
fun trends!

Bidding intensifies for California church
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) ago over intellectual property
- A federal bankruptcy court rights and lifetime payments
hearing aimed at settling the to the founder of the
future of the financially ailing megachurch.
The Diocese which
Crystal Cathedral turned into
a bidding match Monday wants to use the gleaming
with a university and the 3,000-seat sanctuary for a
Roman Catholic Diocese of countywide cathedral
Orange competing to buy the boosted its bid for the. properchurch's sprawling grounds.
ty to $57.5 million from $55.4
The daylong hearing also million to ensure enough
highlighted a deepening rift . money would be available to
between the Rev. Robert cover
yet-to-be-quantified
Schuller and the ministry he claims made by the Schuller
created more than 50 years family.

DLtl

"We felt it was important
to increase the offer to
address the feasibility concerns," Alan Martin, an attorney for the diocese, said on a
break from a hearing Monday.
In
response,
Orange
County's
Chapman
University - which wants to
expand its health services
offerings and possibly start a
medical school on the site offered to alter its $51.5 million bid to include a 15-year
lease of key buildings on the

~o Lt k.JLOu.J ......

THAT URI IS AN

ARBORETUM?
The entire main campus in Kingston contains a diverse array of
species. Some unique examples of trees can be found outside of
Green Hall, the west side of the Carlotti Administration building
and at URI's beautiful Botanical Gardens.

40-acre campus like the
Crystal Cathedral, bell tower
and cemetery for $1 a month,
if the church desired.
Under this plan, the
Crystal Cathedral would have
more cash to cover its expenses but would no longer have
the same repurchase right on
the property, said Marc
Winthrop, an attorney for the
church.
At the end of the session,
U.S. Bankruptcy Court Judge
Robert N. Kwan said that the

original bid from the university and the Diocese's offer
both appeared to be feasible
and that the church would
need to decide which, if any
of the outstanding proposals,
were preferred ahead of a
final hearing set for Thursday
afternoon.
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Newest 'Walking Dead' episode not the best so far in series
BY AUGIE KING
Entertainment Staff Writer

I've noticed a pattern
recently with the episodes in
season two of "The Walking
Dead." After kicking things
off with an excellent zombie
set piece in the first episode,
the show has gradually
slowed down over the next
couple to focus on the relationships and traumas at
hand.
Episodes two and three
were still quality episodes
though, and managed to
throw in a few twists to keep
our interest.
However, the most recent
episode, "Cherokee Rose,"
represents a drop-off from the
good/ great
first
three.
"Cherokee" is the very definition of a filler episode, where
scenes are dragged out to fill
the hour time slot and only a
few minor advancements
occur.
The worst is when everyone attempts to remove a
zombie from one of Hershel's
water wells, only for the zombie to split apart to further
contaminate the water. There
are tons of issues with this ISminute time-waster. First of
all, Maggie says there are four
other wells on the farm, so
why bother with this one?
Secondly, why would the
group even try to believe that

the water wasn't already contaminated from the bloated
walker at the bottom? All this
scene accomplishes is providing an admittedly awesome
gore moment at the end.
There is a silver lining to
all this though, as it sets off a
scene where Glenn and
Maggie take off to retrieve
supplies together. While
searching for a pregnancy test
for Lori, Glenn accidentally
picks up condoms and
Maggie pressures him for an
answer.
The two realize that they
there aren't exactly many
options left in this world, and
have sex together before
returning to the farm. After
being almost entirely forgotten at the beginning of the
season, it was great for Glenn
to finally get multiple scenes
to shine in this episode,
including
getting
with
Maggie.
Coming off the shocker of
last week's ending, where
Shane shot Otis to ensure the
supplies got back to Carl, it
was a disappointment for
Shane to mostly fade into the
background after the opening
scene. Putting Shane on the
spot to recite Otis' last (fake)
moments was a skillful way
of addressing what happened
previously, especially given
that he was asked by Otis'
girlfriend Patricia.

Apart from those memorable bits, Daryl gets some
more time to shine, and finally makes some progress on
the status of missing Sophia.
Rick and Hershel heckle
about the group spending
more time on the farm. Rick
and Carl also get some nice,
quiet bonding scenes together
to round things out.
While the results of Lori's
pregnancy test were pretty
predictable, it will hopefully
begin a chain of events that
brings her affair with Shane to
Rick's attention. Rick's been
frequently overshadowed by
the other characters in the last
couple of episodes, and he
needs to have material that
brings him back to the forefront . Overall, it's not a very
good episode, but I wouldn't
call it a bad one either.
"Cherokee Rose" just sits
right in the middle, adding
minor developments but
mostly just idly passing time
until the real drama and
action begins.
After basically stalling
around with "Cherokee Rose"
last week, "The Walking
Dead" is back to things that
truly
matter
with
"Chupacabra." Sure there
were fleeting moments in
"Cherokee" that added to the
story, but not enough to fill a
whole episode. And while
"Chupacabra" doesn't have

any major action scenes, the
interactions between the characters actually felt like they
had real weight behind them
this time.
After another flashback,
· showing the army napalming
a city as Shane and Lori watch
(this is before Rick has woken
up), the story picks up right
where they left off with the
search for Sophia. Rick and
Shane pair up together and
have a funny bonding
moment before Shane brings
things back to reality and
questions Rick's persistence
to find this presumably dead
girl.
Meanwhile, Daryl goes
off on his own (like he always
does), and falls down a hill
after finding Sophia's doll.
After ·getting stabbed by his
own arrow on the fall, he hallucinates that his brother is
speaking to him. This was
definitely my favorite scene
of this episode, not only
b ecause Michael Rooker is
great to watch as Merle, but
also because it will hopefully
cause some tension between
Daryl and Rick when Merle
really does return in a later
episode.
H ershel also continues to
be weary of everyone overstaying their welcome and
overstepping
boundaries.
Daryl didn't ask if he could
borrow his horse, Jimmy did-

n't ask if he could go with the
group to find Sophia, and he
cautions Maggie about getting too close to Glenn.
Perhaps
Maggie
should've heeded his advice,
because when Glenn leaves
her a note to meet him in the
barn at night, she tries to go
stop him. In the previous
episodes, there were specific
shots that . highlighted the
barn, as if something mysterious is going on there. As
Glenn finds out, when he
stumbles upon a parade of
zombies inside, there is.
As___Lsaid_before, the plot
doesn't 'a ctively move forward
too
much
in
"Chupacabra," but there is a
great set up for many predicaments later on. What will Rick
do when he finds out about
the barn? Will Lori finally tell
him about her pregnancy?
Will the Merle hallucination
affect Daryl's attitude? And
can we just find Sophia finally, one way or another? Also,
Andrea has just dropped multiple sympathy points after
what she did at one part.

Shooting occurs at UC Berkeley during Anti-Wall Street protests
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) for the political activist and
Anti-Wall Street activists leader of the Berkeley Free
began rebuilding their tent Speech Movement of the
encampment on the steps of 1960s. Savio's impassioned
the University of California, speeches on the same steps of
Berkeley
student
plaza Sproul Hall against the
Tuesday night after a day of Vietnam War and racial
demonstrations that were dis- inequality prompted thourupted by a campus shooting. sands of students to join the
The shooting occurred movement.
inside the Haas School of
Protesters cheered as at
Business as thousands of pro- least 10 tents were constru~
testers gathered on campus ed on the steps, less than a
for a general strike and week after baton-wielding
demonstrations against big police clashed with people
banks and education cuts.
who tried to defy a campus
Officials did not know if ban on camping.
the suspect was part of the
The Occupy Cal students
Occupy Cal movement, said were joined by hundreds of
Ute Frey, a spokeswoman for Occupy Oakland demonstrathe university.
tors who marched the five
"I just hope it wasn't from miles from Oakland to
the protest or the movement, Berkeley along Telegraph
because that's not what the Avenue, chanting, "Here
movement is ,about," said comes
Oakland!"
Police
Sadia Saif, · a 19-year-old UC cleared their tent city outside
Berkeley sophomore.
Oakland
City
Hall
on
The shooting didn't pre- Monday amid complaints
vent some 2,000 students and about safety and sanitation,
demonstrators from gathering and arrested more than 50
at the university's Sproul Hall people.
to vote on a list of demands
Occupy Cal's general
and await a speech about assembly voted in favor of
class warfare by UC Berkeley inviting the university's chanprofessor and former U.S. cellor and board of regents to
Labor Secretary Robert Reich. a debate in early December
Reich was giving the and sending the educational
Mario Savio lecture, named officials a list of demands,

including a tuition rollback to
2009 levels.
They also voted in favor
of rebuilding their encampment despite earlier violence.
On Nov. 9, police jabbed
students with batons and
arrested 40 people as the university sought to uphold a
campus ban on camping.
UC Berkeley Chancellor
Robert Birgeneau launched an
investigation into allegations
that campus police used
excessive force. He said
videos of the protests were
disturbing, and he plans to
grant amnesty to all students
who were arrested and cited
for attempting to block police
from removing the tents.
Birgeneau issued a statement to the students and
Occupy demonstrators, saying the university leadership
shares in their anger and frustration over relentless tuition
hikes and the growing burden
on their families.
"We all share the distress
and anger at the State of
California's disinvestment in
public higher education,"
Birgeneau said.
He called on the "political
leadership" from Sacramento
to come to campus to engage
with him and student repre-

sentatives in a public forum
to debate the future of public
education. "The issues require
bold action and time is short,"
he said.
Over the past three years,
the cash-strapped state has
sharply reduced funding to
California's public colleges
and universities, which has
led to steep tuition hikes,
course cutbacks, staff layoffs
and reduced student enrollment.
Oscar Varela, 21, a fifthyear economics major who
h elped organize Tuesday's
demonstrations, was among
the students who tried to
block campus police from
tearing down the campus
encampment last week.
"We want to stay here to
prove to the regents and state
that we are part of this movement and that we want our
tuition to go back to what it
used to be, which essentially
should be free," Varela said.
Earlier in the day, university officials said a female
staff member reported seeing
a man with a gun, who was
shot by a university police
officer within minutes. The
condition of the 33-year-old
suspect was not immediately
known. His name was not

released.
Dong Hwan Kim, 27, a
senior, said he was terrified
when he learned of the shooting.
"The shooting, in addition
to what's h appening here
with the protests, makes the
campus feel really tense," Kim
said. "This is a historical
moment, but it is also really
scary at the same time."
Protesters descended on
th e university after ReFund
California, a coalition of student groups and university
employee unions, called for a
campus strike and teach-ins.
· "If the only people who
can come here in the future
are those who have money,
it's going to hurt everyone's
educational experience," said
Daniel Rodriguez, 28, a graduate student who was conducting an introductory
Spanish language class outside.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Announcements
Don't have time for the usual 7-course
Thanksgiving meal? Stop at Albie's and
get it all in ONE sandwich with our
November favorite: THE PHAT PILGRIM! Loaded with Hot turkey, stuffing, fries, lettuce, mayo, cranberry sauce
and a side of gravy. Visit us @
Albiesplace.com or . call us: 40 l-7923860

Buv/Sell
King Size Bed, like new, firm and spotless $85- can help deliver. Dorm fridge,
works great $45. 401-783-2404

living
Campus Centered Living, Eldred FarmEnergy star insulated homes within
walking distance to URI. Town water
&sewer, natural gas heat, underground
utilities. Many home styles, options and
lots available starting at $379,000.
Adjacent to URI. For more info:
www.eldredfarm.com Paul Schurman
401-742-7007
" j P!!>il I ..
Large selection of ·well-maintained
homes for rent. No application fees! Call
now for 2012-2013. 401-789-0666 or
Liladelman.com
NARRAGANSETT nicely furnished
and equipped 2 bedroom house.
. $725/month, available now through
June. 401-783-6222
Narragansett Pier, 4 Bedrooms, 2 bath,
fully furnished, parking, central air, 2
zone oil heat. Washer/dryer, bus line
$1600/month. 401-946-4944, 401-6630800 (cell), 401-451-8281 (cell)
6 Bedrooms available Spring Semester
2012 & Academic Year 2012-2013 in
Eastwood & Briggs Farm www.homeaway. com/ vacation-rental/p3 7 4265
www. hom eaway. com / vacationrental/p303 174 www.vrbo.com/167707
THE BEST HOUSES GO EARLY!
Eastward look- 3 bed, 2 bath- $500/student www.homeaway.com (prop#
122450) sand hill cove- 5 bed, 3 baths$550/student . www.homeaway.com
(prop# 122451) 508-223-2092
Eastward Look for Rent. 5 Large bedrooms , Walk-in closets. "No Block"
parking, corner of Charlestown Exeter.
King/Queen Beds. Call401.465.1372
Narragansett Pier, 6 Bedroom home,
washer, dryer, large deck, parking, minutes to URI, walk to beach. Available
Sept. 2012 to May 2013. (41) 525-1228
or 401-578-3571

M Hockey W. Hockey

W. Basl(etball

Football

From page 8

From page 8

From page 8

From page 8

score to 19-8.
Maine took a game-high
14 point-lead with 8:13 left in
the half after freshman
Courtney Anderson hit a
three-pointer to put the game
at 22-8. Rhody was able to
close up the gap before halftime. Session and Wallack
each made a free throw.
Session and Whittaker added
a layup. Cloutier hit a jump
shot and Rivera made backto-hack three pointers to end
the first half in a five-point
game, 27-22.
The Rams came back
stronger in the second half,
not allowing the point gap to
grow larger than eight.
However, Maine held the lead
most of the second half until
Rhody was able to get ahead
58-57 with 1:08 remaining.
The Rams lost the lead
with 48 seconds left after a
layup by Roberts put the score
at 59-58 Maine.
Maine connected on three
out of four attempted free
throw shots down the stretch,
putting them up by four. They
went on to win the game 6258.
Rhody is back in action
tonight at 7 p .m. to take on the
Providence College Friars at
the Thomas M. Ryan Center.
URI is currently 9-33 in the alltime series against PC. Last
year, the Friars had a 31-point
victory over the Rams with a
game final score of 71-40.

the day. Scott scored his second touchdown after an
interception late in the third
quarter to make it 28-0
Dukes.
Rhody finally got on the
board when sophomore
quarterback Bob Bentsen ran
in from 11 yards out midway
through the fourth quarter,
but a blocked point after
attempt kept the score 28-6.
The Rams punched it in
again with five second left
when senior quarterback
Steve Probst ran in from a
yard out to cap an 11-play, 59yard drive.
Bentsen finished with 132
yards passing while Probst
threw for 33 yards and ran
for 21 more.
Junior wide receiver
Brandon Johnson-Farrell had
eight receptions for 93 yards.
Junior Billy Morgan led the
team in rushing with 15 carries for 35 yards.
Up next for the Rams is a
date with the Colonial
Athletic Association leading
Towson University Tigers
this Saturday afternoon at
Meade Stadium. The Tigers
are 8-2 and ranked eighth in
the most recent Sports
Network FCS poll and tenth
in the most recent coaches
poll.
The kickoff is set for
12:30 p.m. It will be Senior
Day and all17 seniors will be
honored before the game.

John DelPadre scored just less
than two minutes later for his
first collegiate point.
Stony Brook scored a pair
of goals just more than five
minutes apart to tie the game
at two apiece.
Rhody sophomore right
wing Brett Glasheen broke
the tie with six minutes to go
in the period with his first of
the season and sophomore
left wing Justin Bishop added
the lead during a 5-on-3
power play with 12 seconds
remaining to take the Rams
into the dressing room up 4-2.
The penalty kill was tested for the Rams in the later
two periods of the game.
Despite going shorthanded
five separate times, Rhody
held Stony Brook without a
, power play goal.
Stony Brook did get back
on the board with eight minutes remaining in the third
period, but it was not enough
as the Rams held on for the
win, 4-3.
Junior goalie Paul Kenny
made 30 saves on 33 shots to
earn his fifth victory of the
season.
Next up for the Rams is a
two-game set at home against
Robert Morris University of
Pennsylvania. The games are
Friday at 7 p.m. and Saturday
at 4 p.m. at the Bradford R.
Boss Ice Arena.

like that and really contribute makes the coaches,
and the team feel a lot better.
She was a little nervous at
the start but we know what
type of player she is,"
McCann said.
Next up for Rhody is a
two-game series against the
University of Massachusetts
this Friday and Saturday in
Amherst, Mass.

'Immortals' reigns supreme with debut No. 1,
generates $32 million for opening weekend
.'fU.n

LOS ANG~~;ES (AP)- The
gods of ancient Greece have
extended their rule to the weekend box office with a No. 1
debut for the action tale
"Immortals."
The story of Greek hero
Theseus took in $32 million
domestically, while Adam
Sandler's comedy "Jack and Jill"
opened aLNo. 2 with $26 million, according to studio estimates Sunday.
The new movies bumped
the animated hit "Puss in Boots"
to the No. 3 spot after two weekends at the top. "Puss in Boots"
earned $25.5 million, raising its
domestic total to $108.8 million.
Director Clint Eastwood's
"J. Edgar," a film biography starring Leonardo DiCaprio as
longtime FBI boss J. Edgar
Hoover; played in narrower
release and opened at No. 5
with $11.5 million.
Released by Relativity
• ·Media, "Immortals" stars Henry
Cavill and Freida Pinto in a tale
of human heroes battling an evil
king (Mickey Rourke) who aims
to bring down the Olympian
gods.

With males making up 60
percent of its audience,
"Immortals" has a chance to corner much of the action market
through Thanksgiving weekend
and beyond, a period likely to
be dominated by family movies
such as "Happy Feet 2," "The
Muppets," "Hugo" and "Arthur
Christmas."
"The
Twilight
Saga:
Breaking Dawn - Part 1" does
open Friday, but that blockbuster action fantasy franchise
mainly draws female crowds,
typically a smaller segment of
the action audience.
"There's really not another
action movie until you approach
the Christmas holidays," said
Kyle Davies, head of distribution for Relativity. "Over the
next few weeks, there's no real
competition for us."
"Immortals" added $36 million in 35 overseas markets,
bringing its worldwide total to
$68 million.
Sandler plays dual roles in
"Jack and Jill," portraying a sturdy family man and his needy
sister, who comes to visit for
Thanksgiving.

"Jack and Jill" got off to a said Dan Fellman, head of dissolid start but came in on the tribution for Warner. "We feel
low end for Sandler, whose we have really good play time
comedies typically open in the ahead of us going into the holi$30 million to $40 million range. day."
Still, it continues Sandler's virtu"J. Edgar" will join a parade
ally unbroken string of strong of potential Academy Awards
openings for his broad comedies contenders arnvmg before
dating back to the late 1990s.
year's end as Hollywood rolls
"A big part of his success is into its most diverse season,
just that sort of Everyman when drama, comedy, action
appeal he has, whether it be the and ' family fillns share screen
guys going out to have a beer or time.
"This was one of the first
girls thinking he's just as charming as all hell," said Rory Bruer, weekends we've seen in a while
head of distribution for Sony, that had a nice combination of
films that gave us a really solid
which released "Jack and Jill."
"J. Edgar" played in 1,910 weekend,"
said
Paul
theaters, compared with more Dergarabedian, . an analyst for
tracker
than 3,000 for the rest of the top- box-office
five movies. It was the week- Hollywood.com. "To me, this is
end's grown-up choice, with 66 what the holiday season is all
percent of viewers over age 50, about, having films like
according to distributor Warner 'Immortals' in the mix in the
Bros.
top-five with . a drama like 'J.
Like "Immortals" with Edgar."'
action crowds, "J. Edgar" has the
prospect to dominate amorig
older , viewers
through
Thanksgiving weekend, one of
the busiest times of the year for
movie theaters.
"We're the adult choice,"
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URI men's basketball
series, ends losing .streak loses at Texas, 100-90

URI men's hockey splits
BY SHAWN SAIYA

Sports Editor

The
No.
13-ranked
University of Rhode Island
men's ice hockey team extended, then ended its losing streak
in a two-game series at Stony
Brook University over the
weekend. The Rams lost their
eighth game in a row on Friday,
before winning its first game in
nearly a month on Saturday.
"It's definitely relieving
that they got that win, so now
the guys have more confidence
going into these games," assistant coach Trent Baker said.
"It's always good to get that
win after we've been beaten
up, losing guys to injuries and
everything."
Friday's contest was close
up until the final minute. The
and
goaltending
defense
remained strong for the shorthanded Rams, but the offense
was still missing with 10 players out of the lineup.
Stony Brock opened the
scoring with three minutes
remaining in the first period.
Junior right wing Mike
Radziszewski tied the game
three and a half minutes into
the second period.

The game remained tied at
1-1 until Stony Brook scored on
a p~wer play with five minutes
left in the game. The Seawolves
added an empty-net goal with
18 seconds left in the game to
win by the score of 3-1.
URI
freshman
goalie
Andrew Sherman looked great
on the night with 31 saves on
33 shots faced in his sixth
straight loss.
The Rams finally ended
their eight-game losing streak
on Saturday. They broke out of
their offensive slump with four
first period goals.
"It feels like there's a big
monkey off our back," senior
defenseman Dan Lassik said.
"You've got to keep pressing,
keep chipping away at it and
eventually we came out with a
win."
Junior right wing David
Macalino struck first for the
Rams with his 12th goal of the
season just less than two minutes into the game.
"Definitely weight off our
shoulders," Macalino said. "It's
definitely a confidence booster
overall
URI freshman defenseman
Continued on page 7

BY MIKE ABELSON

Sports Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island men's basketball team
scored in bunches all afternoon
against the University of Texas,
but it was not enough as the
Rams fell to the Longhorns 10090 yesterday in Austin, Texas.
The game was a part of
ESPN' s College Hoops Tipoff
Marathon.
Early on it looked as
though the Longhorns would
roll, piling up a 17-point first
half lead. The Rams were able to
chip away and close the gap
down. A pair of free throws by
senior Jamal Wilson with four
seconds left made it 46-42 Texas
at the intermission.
The Rams kept it close in
the early going of the second
half. A free throw from sophomore Blake Vedder gave the
Rams a 59-58 lead with 13:17
left. Five seconds later, freshman
Sheldon
McClellan
slammed the ball home to put
the Horns back on top. The
Rams would not lead the rest of
the way.
The Rams kept it close for a
while, but a 17-2 Texas run

buried the Rams.
Wilson led the Rams and
followed up with his careerhigh 38 points on Friday night
with a team-high 24 against the
Longhorns. Fellow senior Orion
Outerbridge scored 15 points
and had a game-high two
blocks.
Junior
guard
Nikola
Malesevic scored 22 points and
freshman Mike Powell showed
that he could roll with the big
boys, scoring 13 points, dishing
out a team-high five assists, and
grabbing a team-high 7
rebounds.
The Rams are still winless
on the young season and conclude their season-opening road
trip Sunday afte)Tioon at the
University of Nebraska. Tipoff
is set for 2 p.m. and the game
will be televised on the Big Ten
Network.
The Rams play on the Ryan
Center floor for the first time the
day after Thanksgiving, when
they host Hofstra University in
the first of three games in the
Legends Classic series. The
Rams will also play Boston
University and Cleveland State
University in the series.

Football falls
on the road
in JMU game
BY MIKE ABELSON

Sports Staff Reporter

Winning at Bridgeforth
Stadium is a hard proposition
on a good day. On a bad day
it's impossible.
The University of Rhode
Island football team had its
lowest offensive output of the
season Saturday, as they lost
at James Madison University
31-13. It was Rhody's worst
loss of the season.
The Dukes scored on their
first · offensive possessions
after junior quarterback Justin
Thorpe capped a six-play, 64yard drive with a 10-yard
touchdown run. Thorpe finished with 108 yards on the
ground.
It only got worse for the
Rams. Thorpe completed a 24yard touchdown pass on
James Madison's first possession of the second quarter to
make it 14-0 at halftime.
Sophomore
tailback
Dae'Quan Scott had 66 of his
127 yards on the fifth play of
the second half en route to his
first of two touchdowns on
Continued on page 7

URI women's basketball Women's ,hockey team takes third place
drops first two games in Mid-West ACHA Showcase Tournament
BY NIKITA DUKE

Contributing Sports Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island women's basketball
team suffered two losses over
the weekend to the University
of
Delaware
and
the
University of Maine.
Junior Ajanae Boone netted a career and game-high 16
points in the Rams loss at
Delaware on Friday.
Freshmen Corinne Coia
and Sydney Lewis tied for the
team lead in rebounds with six
each. Boone, junior Ashley
Rivera and senior Sherrie
Session had two individual
assists.
Both Lewis and Coia were
among Rhody's top performers that night in their first collegiate game.
Delaware dominated the
charts throughout the entire
game, stopping Rhody from
taking the lead. The Blue Hens
beat the Rams by 36 points for
a final score of 89-53.
Rhody was back at it again
on their home court against
Maine on Sunday. The Rams
came up short of the Black
Bears in the home-opener loss.
Rivera, Freshman Teneka
Whittaker and Boone tied for
the scoring lead for Rhody
with 11 points each.

Whittaker continued to
dominate for Rhody, amassing
six assists and five steals.
Session led the Rams in
rebounds with seven, while
Lewis had the most blocked
shots with two.
Whittaker started off
strong for Rhody, getting a
steal from Maine sophomore
Ashleigh Roberts and putting
the ball in the hands of Coia
who sank a jump-shot 30 seconds into the game.
The two teams were at a
two-point draw throughout
the first five minutes of the
game until Maine freshman
Danielle Walzak drew a foul
and was able to make both free
throws, giving the Black Bears
a two-point advantage over
Rhody, 4-2.
Both teams continued to
battle early, until the Black
Bears stole the lead with just
more than 12 minutes to go in
the half. Maine senior Brittany
Williams nailed a three-pointer
and followed up with a steal
from Rams' sophomore Kerry
Wallack and added two more
points.
Maine continued to score
unanswered until Roberts
fouled Lewis and was able to
sink a free throw to bring the
Continued on page 7

BY JONATHAN SHIDELER

Contributing Sports Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island womeh' s hockey traveled to Bensenville, Ill. this past
weekend to participate in the
American Collegiate Ho_ckey
Association
Mid-West
Showcase. The Rams performed well winning three out
of four games played for a
third-place finish.
Rhody started the weekend off with an impressive 7-0
win over Colorado State
University on Friday. Rhody
had a strong first period, scoring three goals. Senior forward
Jessica Morgillo tallied first for
the Rams. Sophomore forward
Alsiha DiFillpo struck next at
the 8:11-mark and senior forward Kayla Robidoux scored
the final goal of the first period
off a pass from freshman
Sidney Collins to put the team
up 3-0 after 20 minutes.
Senior Johanna Leskinen
netted the only goal in the second period for the team at the
10:13-mark.
The Rhody offense came
out firing in the final period,
putting three more points up
on the board. Freshman forward Kristie Kennedy scored
the first and last goals the period while senior forward

Meghan Birnie scored the middle goal off of a pass from
sophomore forward Lauren
Lanoie.
The team matched up
against
Robert
Morris
University of Illinois later on
Friday. The Rams dropped a
hard-fought game by the final
score of 4-2. DiFillpo scored
first off a pass from Leskinen.
DiFillpo returned the favor in
the second period setting up
Leskinen for a goal of her own.
The Rams bounced back
and played a complete game
on both sides of the . ice on
Saturday. Rhody put on an
explosive offensive performance, scoring 10 goals, while
playing very strong on defense
to hold the University of
Michigan scoreless.
Leskinen led the way
offensively with two goals and
an assist. Also adding goals
were
freshmen
forwards
Michele Troy and Cassandra
Catlow, senior forward Danika
Korpacz, Lanoie, Morgillo,
Collins, Kennedy and Birnie.
On Sunday, the team faced
off against Grand Valley State
University for the third-place
matchup and won 4-2. The
team started off well again in
the first period, . putting two
points on the board early without looking back.

Birnie had great game with
two goals and two assists. Her
first goal of the game came at
the 16:01-mark in the first on a
pass from Kayla Robidoux, the
second goal came in the third
period from a pass off the stick
of Lauren Lanioe.
"The team played very
strong as a unit and staying
together," head coach Beth
McCann said. "[Birnie] played
great for us this weekend, she
really stepped up not only
scoring but more importantly
with her passing."
"Of course we want to go
out and win, but getting the
girls to play as a together and
get some team chemistry is just
as if not more important." She
added "We played against
some top ranked teams in
which we performed very well
and that should help us
throughout the season."
With sophomore goalie
Kayla DiLorenzo out, junior
Megan McGhie had to fill in
and
played outstandingly
stopping a combined 76 out of
82 shots over the weekend,
posting two shutouts along the
way. She was a key reason as to ·
why the girls performed as
well as they did.
"Having Megan come in
Continued on page 7

